
Developments which shaped the early Ruined Piano Project                                                                             
As Evos New Music’s Composer-in-Residence at PICA (the Perth 
Institute of Contemporary Arts) between July and November 1989, 
I created a number of works and initiated much of the work of the 
next twenty-five years. Creatively, this period of a little more than 
three months was one of my most productive. Works devised in 
that time include Earthworks (July 1989) with Adrian Jones, which 
explored the themes of anomie and ruin, Family Fortress – a 
monstrous extension of the notion of bowed piano, and the first 
two panels of the Synchronicity Project which led ultimately to 
Left Hand of the Universe (1996) which united the themes of 
synchronicity and ruin.  
 

                 Earthworks 
to the memory of William Antonio – 

a collaborative work by Ross Bolleter & Adrian Jones  
 
Earthworks is both a performance and an installation created 
collaboratively across the disciplines of music and visual art. The 
artists discovered that they shared a common memory of a man 
who worked as a truck driver in a north-west mine in Western 
Australia. The miner took his own life on March 21, 1989.  
Earthworks is dedicated to his memory. 
 
In the rarefied environment of the mining town, established for the 
sole purpose of accommodating men to mine resources. William 
Antonio – or Bill Ant as he was nicknamed lived for fifteen years in 
that remote mining town which provided him with no real past and 
no imaginable future. 
 
The performance and installation explores the mutability of human 
life in such an alienated environment, manifesting through forms, 



actions and time to evoke mood of death, and suggest timeless life. 
(Adrian Jones) 
In Earthworks, black plastic reticulation piping was suspended 
from the balconies in the main auditorium at PICA* and water 
pumped through it so that it dripped onto a variety of objects, 
including tin cans – some with a rubber membrane stretched across 
the mouth – sheets of corrugated iron, and bottles that were 
embedded in the sand hills which filled the auditorium. The sounds 
of drips periodically hitting those objects was amplified immensely 
in the space. People who came to experience the installation were 
blindfolded and led slowly through it so that could experience the 
rich and ever-changing soundscape. 
 
Other aspects of the installation included a room of water, with a 
pump sending out ripples from one corner over the expanse of dark 
water that filled the room to a depth of several feet. Outside that 
room, Adrian Jones and I played freely improvised accordion duets 
which could be heard through the pump sounds in the room of 
water, and through the drip installation itself, which gave the effect 
of tropical vagueness to the accordion sounds. 

 
*Initially, Adrian planned to suspend the reticulation from 
the skylight some sixty feet above the floor. He up got into 
the roof cavity and crawled through the darkness and dust, 
keeping to the joists to avoid falling through the plaster 
ceiling. The glass skylight was covered with dust so that it 
was hard to find in the dusty darkness of the cavity. Just 
thinking about this scenario twenty-five years on still fills me 
with terror. I felt that it was unacceptable for him to take the 
risk alone, and went out to buy my first pair of sneakers to 
enable me to get around in the ceiling. However, I couldn’t 
shake off my fear of falling through the glass skylight to my 
death sixty feet below. Given that I had two young children, I 
was mightily relieved when Adrian abandoned the skylight 



idea and settled on suspending the reticulation from the 
balconies. 

Another piece from the PICA Spring of 1989 was Family Fortress, 
which went up as part of Evos New Music’s concert Deep Water 
Legpull on September 15. This concert – a theatrical blend of 
music, sound art, dance and sculpture exploiting the special 
physical and acoustical properties of PICA – featured works by 
Lindsay Vickery, Jonathon Mustard, Rob Muir, Nathan Crotty, 
Barbara Doherty, Nic Beames, and myself.  

In Family Fortress – “a theatre piece for multiple performers 
liberating the sonic resources of one piano” – I placed an open 
Yamaha grand piano in the middle of the PICA auditorium, which 
was in darkness. Around the lit interior of the piano I placed 
photographs of my family. I threaded the plastic stripping used on 
the doorways of fish and chip shops to keep out the flies, through 
the strings of the grand piano and extended them up to the 
balconies on either side of the main space. These long strands of 
plastic stripping were pulled to and fro between the balconies on 
opposite sides of the auditorium by the performers, including Rob 
and Janet Muir and Nathan Crotty. The sound was majestic, filling 
the space with roaring grandeur. The performers were invisible up 
in the darkness of the balconies, but the mysteriously moving 
plastic caught the light. This collective improvisation was preceded 
by my brief solo performance on the piano – a kind of curtain-
raiser. 
The Synchronicity Project  
During the same stint at PICA (July – November 1989) I also 
conceived the Synchronicity Project –intuitive pieces where 
musicians improvised at the same time in different places in 
Australia and across the world. These pieces were set up primarily 
in order to cast a net for synchronistic events. The project produced 
a series of radiophonic works. The first of these was Simulplay 1 



(September 14, 1989) which had Jim Denley playing flute to a live 
audience at the Brucknerhaus in the Ars Electronica in Linz, 
Austria, with me playing piano and accordion, together with work 
experience student Carol Henning playing plastic trombone, in the 
ABC radio studios, Perth. For much of the time Jim and I couldn’t 
hear each other, but occasionally, in the interactive windows, I 
would suddenly hear him and try to accord with what he was 
playing, only to have him disappear almost immediately. I got a 
vivid sense of the restless audience at the evening concert in the 
Brucknerhaus, while the ABC studio at 7.00 in the morning was 
cold, dank, musty and very quiet. As Jim noted, the Simulplay 
pieces were as much a study in contrasting spaces, as they were 
about time.   
 
The second radiophonic work of the PICA Spring was That 
Time/Simulplay 2 (November 26, 1989): an intuitive piece for two 
musicians on opposite sides of a continent, playing at precisely the 
same time but unable to hear each other, while the radio audience 
hears both of them. Specifically, Ryszard Ratajczak played double 
bass in Studio 210 of ABC FM Sydney while I played prepared 
and conventional pianos in ABC’s Studio 621, Perth. That 
Time/Simulplay 2 cast a net for synchronistic events, which 
abounded. I got young composer Rowan Hammond to analyse the 
28’00” recording for musical synchronicities and we produced an 
article: “Improvising with synchronistic experiences” which was 
published in NMA (New Music Articles) 9 (Melbourne, 1991). 
The editor and publisher of NMA, Rainer Linz, used to say that 
NMA stood for “enema” – “up theirs” – stressing the vigorously 
anti-establishment thrust of the magazine. That Time/Simulplay 2 
was released on the CD Crow Country, Pogus, New York, P21021-
2, in 2000. 
 
A later radiophonic piece Pocket Sky (October 21, 1991) involved  
a world-wide link up between Jim Denley (Radio ORF Vienna), 
Stevie Wishart (BBC London), David Moss (SFR Berlin), Jon 



Rose (ABC Sydney), Simone de Haan (ABC Melbourne), and 
myself in ABC Perth. It was released as the CD Pocket Sky (2004) 
(WARPS W08).  
 
My 1996 piece Left Hand of the Universe CD (WARPS W02)) 
with Michal Murin, Milan Adamčiak, and Zdenek Plachy in 
Bratislava, Stephen Scott, Dan Wiencek and Members of the 
Colorado College New Music Ensemble in Colorado Springs, and 
Nathan Crotty and myself in North Fremantle, West Australia, 
combined aspects of the Ruined Piano enterprise with the 
Synchronicity Project, which is to say that the musicians were all 
playing ruined instruments, or were in the process of ruining them. 
Left Hand of the Universe was released on CD in 1997 as WARPS 
W02.  
 
A note on the early stages of the Ruined Piano Project  
In 1984 I released a cassette Temple of Joyous Bones which 
featuring my improvisations on prepared piano, in particular. 
These and other explorations of prepared piano between 1984 and 
1989 prepared the ground for my work with ruined pianos.  
 
After I discovered and recorded my first ruined piano at Nallan 
Sheep Station in 1987, I released a cassette of that recording: 
Ruined Piano at Cue (1988), which was launched by Tos 
Mahoney, artistic director of Evos Music at “The SEDJ – a multi-
media dreamscape” which went up at PICA on November 19, 
1988.  Ruined Piano at Cue includes my improvisation “Nallan 
Void” which became the defining piece for the early years of the 
ruined piano enterprise.  It was released on the CD Crow Country 
(Pogus, New York, P21021-2, 2000) as “Unfinished Business.” 
 
Ruined pianos featured in Black Swan Theatre’s production of 
Randolph Stow’s Tourmaline (late 1993) where PICA was filled 
with red dirt and five ruined pianos were stationed at various 
points throughout. The music for the play consisted of me playing 



those pianos together with a soundscape created by Rob Muir. I 
also composed a hymn, & devised a rural Anzac Day ceremony 
where the actors sang a ruined version of the Recessional to the 
accompaniment of ruined pianos.                                                          
 
In 1994, Tall Poppies (Sydney) released my first CD The Country 
of Here Below on which I combined accordion(s) with a variety of 
ruined pianos, and made use of texts by Borges and by myself. 
This album concluded the first phase of the ruined piano project. 
 
 


